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TALK OUTLINE
metal-loaded scintillators >20 years ago
carboxylate and acac
nanoparticles
water-based loadings
new technique for loading tellurium
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The production of fast neutrons and pions by inelastic interactions of cosmic-ray muons in an organic liquid
scintillator has been investigated. A detector filled with 190 liters of a 0.09% gadolinium-loaded
liquid scintillator was installed in the Stanford Underground Facility, at an underground depth of approximately 20 meters
water equivalent. The detector served as the target material for hadron production. Our measurements find a
single-neutron production yield of (4.3+ 0.3~0.8) X 10
neutrons per muon g/cm and a double-neutron
production yield of (1.6~0.2~0.5) X 10
double neutrons per muon g/cm . We measured a m+ production
yield of (3.5~0.2~0.7) X 10
pions per muon g/cm . Nearly all the 7r produced were accompanied by
neutrons. These yields were dependent on the energy threshold of the muon trigger, revealing an enhancement
associated with hadronic showers initiated by muons. The production yield due to nonshowering muons was
lower: 2X10 neutrons per muon g/cm, with a single-to-double neutron multiplicity ratio of roughly 4:1.
The nonshowering muon ~+ production probability was 2.5X 10 pions per muon g/cm, with about half of
these nonshowering ~+ events accompanied by neutrons.

Gd-loaded scintillator for CHOOZ and the cocktail we made
(intended for San Onofre) used alcohols to dissolve the Gd;
enabled mixing
with organic solvents like pseudocumene in
PACS number(s): 29.40.Mc, 13.10.+q, 13.60. — 98.70. Sa
mineral oil.
r,

I. INTRODUCTION
The San Onofre reactor antineutrino

detector

[I] will

be

the production yield of pions. Additionally, we observed the
production of neutrons accompanying these pions.
Negative pions provide a mechanism for subsequent mul-
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nder and of the end-caps was 90 cm, the
nder was 100 cm; the inner volume was
he mass was 150 kg (empty). The vessel
acrylic polymer (Altuglass), chosen for
al and mechanical properties and for its
ce to aromatic compounds in the sciner part of the vessel was fitted with a
r φ = 70 mm) to allow passage of filltion sources, temperature and pressure

3.3 The liquid scintillators
About 5 tons of Gd-loaded scintillator and 107 tons of
unloaded scintillator were used in the experiment. The
main properties of the two scintillators are listed in Tab. 5.

CHOOZ HEP-EX/0301017

the same shape of the target vessel, but
ylinder height was the same, whereas the
160 cm. The volume between the geode
s 19.6 m3 . The geode surface (a drawing
n in Fig. 13) had a total area of 42 m2
2 panels; each panel was equipped with
cting the scintillation light produced in
The global PMT coverage was then 15%.
inner vessel, the geode was opaque so as

Table 5. Main properties of the liquid scintillators used in the
experiment.

Chemical content:
basic
aromatics, alcohols
wavelength shifters
Atomic mass
composition:
H
C
Gd
others
compatibility
density (20 ◦ C)
Flash point
Scintillation yield
Optical attenuation
length
Refractive index
Neutron capture
time
Neutron capture
path length
Capture fraction
on Gd

Gd-loaded

unloaded

Norpar-15
(50% vol.)
IPB+hexanol
(50% vol.)
p-PTP+bis-MSB
(1 g/l)

Mineral oil
(92.8% vol.)
IPB
(7.2% vol.)
PPO + DPA
(1.5 g/l)

12.2%
13.3%
84.4%
85.5%
0.1%
3.3%
1.2%
acrylic, Teflon
0.846 g/ml
0.854 g/ml
◦
69 C
110 ◦ C
5300 ph/MeV (35% of anthracene)
4m
10 m
1.472
30.5 µs

1.476
180 µs

∼ 6 cm

∼ 40 cm

84.1%
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CARBOXYLATE
is interesting to note that the aging process starts only after the blending. Test
batches blended from concentrate retains exhibit the same attenuation length
as the original liquid sample. The aging process is sped up by subjecting the
liquid to elevated temperatures. In situ measurements made for all scintillator
batchesDevelopment
by scanning the detector
a γ source
confirm that the
of elements
a Gd with
Loaded
Liquid
light attenuation has acceptable stability in time.

Palo Verde Gd-loaded liquid scintillator
used gadolinium 2-ethylhexanoate
arXiv:nucl-ex/9904002v1 1 Apr 1999

“…widely used to prepare lipophilic metal
derivatives that are soluble in non-polar
organic solvents.” Wikipedia
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Scintillator for Electron Anti-Neutrino
Spectroscopy

Conclusion

2
Andreas
G. Piepke
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Novikov1,3
The formulation
of a 1pseudocumene
based 0.1%
loaded liquid

having good long term stability and compatibility with acrylic has been re1
of Physicsdone
161-33,
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ported.Department
The measurements
during
development
deployment
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scintillator 3have been discussed. The details of the scintillator preparation,
of Nuclear Research, 117312 Moscow, Russia
which in ourInstitute
view were
important for obtaining scintillator of high transparency and stability, were reported.
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InLS Chemistry:Search for
In organo-metallic cmpd.
Basic Approach for Indium Loading:
In- organo-metallic compound
Best choice:- In-carboxylates
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Loading of (Gd, Yb, Pb, In) achieved
Basic US Patent: Chandross & RSR
filed 2001-awarded-04)
Best Case : 2-Methylvaleric acidMilestones In-MVA-LS for solar neutrino
observations set by Bell Labs- VT,
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Carboxylic Acids for
LENS InLS
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Properties
of Raghavan
current InLS
UNPRECEDENTED
in metal
LS technology.
Slide from Raju
@ INT
Workshop on “Exploring
the Physics
Frontier at Deep
Underground
Labs”, June
2005 VISION OF LENS
MAJOR
FACTOR
IN NEW
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APPLICATIONS OF CARBOXYLATE
LOADING TECHNIQUE
Gd liquid scintillator for antineutrino
IBD detection (e.g. Daya Bay, RENO)
LENS: In-loaded and Yb-loaded liquid
scintillator for low-energy solar
neutrinos

1% Nd in LAB
made at Queen’s

Nd-loaded liquid scintillator for
150
SNO+ double beta decay Nd
6

Li-loaded liquid scintillator for
neutron detection
7

ND-LOADING IN LAB
λ [nm]

pH control in the aqueous phase is important (BNL)
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ACETYLACETONATE (ACAC)
Double Chooz Gd-loaded scintillator used the acac metal-loading
technique
initiated by F.X. Hartmann (I think)
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NANOPARTICLES
nanoparticles can be suspended
in organic liquids (R&D at
Queen’s initiated in 2002)
as double beta decaying
isotope (e.g. ZrO)
as optically active scintillating
crystals or scintillating
quantum dots (e.g. CdSe)
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NANOPARTICLE CHALLENGES
RESEARCH ARTICLE
www.acsami.org

materials/polymer R&D to stabilize (prevent aggregation, selfStabilization of Neodymium Oxide Nanoparticles via Soft Adsorption
assembly, precipitating)
of Charged Polymers
Annie Dorris,† Cl!emence Sicard,† Mark C. Chen,‡ Arthur B. McDonald,‡ and Christopher J. Barrett*,†
†

layering and multi-layering of polyelectrolytes onto metal and
metal inorganic surfaces
‡

Department of Chemistry, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
Department of Physics, Engineering Physics and Astronomy, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada

ABSTRACT: In this work, two synthetic polyelectrolytes, PSS and
PAH, are employed as strong adsorbed surfactants to disperse and
stabilize neodymium oxide nanoparticles. The acid!base equilibria of
the oxide surfaces of the particles were investigated under diﬀerent pH
conditions in the absence and presence ofRESEARCH
polyelectrolytes,
to
ARTICLE
optimize particle stabilization through enhancement of the eﬀective
repulsive surface charges. Surface charge ampliﬁcation
of a 3:5 ratio
www.acsami.org
was achieved to permit improved particle transparency of 100-fold in
visible wavelengths in neutral and acidic pH regimes, and a stable
10-fold surface charge ampliﬁcation was achieved under basic pH conditions. The potential of polyelectrolytes as stabilizing agents
for neodymium oxide NPs in large-scale particle physics experiments requiring extremely high optical transparency over long path
length is evaluated based on optical absorbance and particle stability.

Stabilization of Neodymium Oxide Nanoparticles via Soft Adsorption
of Charged Polymers

PSS poly(styrene sulfonate)

‡
,†
KEYWORDS: neodymium
oxide, nanoparticles, poly(4-styrene
sulfonate), polyelectrolyte stabilization, self-assembly of polyelecAnnie Dorris,† Cl!emence Sicard,† Mark C. Chen,‡ Arthur
B.
McDonald,
and
Christopher
J.
Barrett*
trolytes, rare-earth elements, neutrino detection materials
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’ INTRODUCTION
oxide nanoparticles (Nd NPs) have gained much
ABSTRACT: In this work, two synthetic polyelectrolytes, PSSNeodymium
and
recent
interest
as
optical and magnetic nanomaterials for various
PAH, are employed as strong adsorbed surfactants to disperse and
applications
due to their unique optical properties. The constabilize neodymium oxide nanoparticles. The acid!base equilibria
of
tracted
the oxide surfaces of the particles were investigated under diﬀerent
pH nature of the Nd 4f orbitals shielded by the 5s and 5p
shells,
conditions in the absence and presence of polyelectrolytes, tocommon to all lanthanides, has a substantial eﬀect on their
physical properties. On the smallest length scale, below 10 nm,
optimize particle stabilization through enhancement of the eﬀective

the materials of their unique physical and chemical properties
gained at the nanosize level, which diﬀers greatly from those of
bulk materials, and removes the optical transparency crucial to
11
some of the key applications, due to scattering.
The present study was undertaken to investigate the optical
properties of Nd NPs for possible use in the SNO+ experiment,
an extension of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO)
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WATER-BASED LOADING
similar, in concept, to nanoparticle loading

reverse micelle

commercially available
e.g. Quicksafe (Zinsser Analytic)

nm

Triton X-100 surfactant is common
LAS-based (linear alkylbenzene sulfonate) b/c LAB
basis of WbLS recently developed by M.Yeh @
BNL

NdCl3 in Quicksafe
made at Queen’s

other surfactants – anionic, cationic, nonionic – can
be considered
12

TE-LOADED IN QUICKSAFE
TeCl4 “absorption” (2005 sample
prepared at Queen’s)
Quicksafe absorption has been
subtracted
no absorption features
consistent with light scattering
(off reverse micelles)
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WBLS RESULTS FROM BNL

erties

from M.Yeh

o what you always did, you will
t you always got. -Albert
Einstein
…and not worse!

normalized light yield scales as LS
concentration

NSRL
1%WbLS ~109 op/MeV

(e.g. Super-K, SNO)
L.J. Bignell et al 2015 JINST 10 P12009

M. Yeh LSC2017

22

LS

10%WbLS

1%WbLS

H2O
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TELLURIUM-LOADED LIQUID
SCINTILLATOR
(FOR
SNO+)
try of TeBD Complexes
investigated water-based approach
(using surfactant)
95% LS + 5% aqueous Te(OH)6
switched to new approach for
loading
Mass Spectrometry of TeBD Complexes

form Te organometallic complex
using diols
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SNO+ TE-DIOL SYNTHESIS
PLANT
TeBD Synthesis
Plant
Synthesis Plant
Conceptual Design
TeDiol Plant P&ID

3D Layout
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SUMMARY
There are several techniques for loading metals in organic liquid
scintillator.
Some techniques are general while others are quite specific.
Many applications in neutrino physics (e.g. IBD antineutrino
detection, neutron detection, calibration sources, double beta
decay).
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